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Short Order Crooks - Christopher Sebela
2021-10-19
Rockwell Granger put his misspent life on the
line in pursuit of cooking for a living...and it’s
not going well. In debt to the notorious Bardem
Brothers — who control the Portland food cart
scene with an iron fist — he struggles to make a
profit and fights with the few customers he has.

When the Bardems call in his marker and force
him to track down a rogue food truck invading
their turf, Rock has no choice left but to say yes.
Meanwhile, Rock's taco truck has been invaded
by his newest (and only) employee, Harper
Marbury who took backseat driving to a new
level, replacing his menu with her vegetarian
agenda. As Harper polishes her cooking skills,
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she's thrown into the chaotic food cart
underground, helping Rockwell on his morally
grey mission for the Bardems. With two jobs on
their plate, Rock and Harper will have to learn
how to get along and, even harder, how to cook
together as they navigate a world of food
pirates, evil hippies, and irate foodies before
Rock gets 86'd forever.
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order - Yukito Kishiro
2011-01-11
Reads R to L (Japanese Style). The fate of entire
worlds and peoples is at stake as teams of
bizarre life-forms prepare for the barbaric Z.O.T.
Tournament finals! Then Alita's friend Zazie
arrives in need of a literal disarming. And who
will prevail when Hitechnolat Minister and
LADDER Assistant Chairman Mbadi and Alita
finally have their showdown? While lovely
cyborg Alita's friends and allies battle real,
personal, and existential demons in a usually
fatal sports tournament, she embarks on a quest
to rescue her friend Lou's brain from

enslavement as a component in a massive
computer. On her journey, Alita discovers the
secrets of both the post--apocalyptic Scrapyard
and the Utopian city of Tiphares... Finally, the
full story of Alita's first life is revealed!
Unfortunately, it might be better not to know the
truth about your past when you're the one
responsible for the horror of everyone else's
present!
Battle Angel Alita - Yukito Kishiro 2018-06-05
Transformers: The Manga, Vol. 1 - Ban
Magami,Masumi Kaneda 2020-03-10
In this collector's volume, the Autobots and their
young friend Kenji must stand tall against the
Decepticons in an interplanetary conflict! These
classic stories are from the dawn of the
Transformers, and this volume contains thrilling
tales such as "The Great Transformer War" and
"Fight! Super Robot Life-Form
Transformers!"—plus an extensive art gallery! -VIZ Media
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Transformers: The Manga, Vol. 2 - Ban
Magami,Masumi Kaneda 2020-05-12
This volume collects the special one-shot story
“The Decisive Battle of Planet Beast!” in addition
to the bombastic “The Headmasters” and
“Super-God Masterforce” story arcs! Originally
published in Japan for the burgeoning
Transformers fandom in the '80s, these classic
tales are presented in English for the first time,
alongside an enormous art gallery! -- VIZ Media
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order Omnibus Yukito Kishiro 2016-05-03
WHAT DOES IT MEAN TO BE HUMAN? The
lovely, deadly cyborg Alita returns in 664 pages
of cyberpunk action! Alita wakes up alone in the
sky city of Tiphares, her brain and body
reconstructed by the mad scientist Desty Nova.
There’s no time to wonder why Alita’s greatest
enemy would resurrect her, though – the royal
city has been thrown into chaos by Nova’s
revelation that the Tiphareans have had their
brains replaced by bio-chips! Everyone needs

answers – and Alita will fight to get them!
INCLUDES TWO ORIGINAL STORIES BY
YUKITO KISHIRO NEVER BEFORE PUBLISHED
IN ENGLISH!
Battle Angel Alita: Holy Night and Other Stories
- Yukito Kishiro 2018-11-20
This deluxe collector's hardcover includes four
classic Battle Angel Alita stories never before
published in English, plus special bonus
material! At long last, complete your Alita
collection! This volume contains four manga
short stories by Alita creator Yukito Kishiro, first
published in Japan from 1997 to 2006: Holy
Night Supersonic Fingers Homecoming Barjack
Rhapsody Plus exclusive bonus material!
Fallen Angel - Yukito Kishiro 1998-03
Queen Emeraldas - Leiji Matsumoto
THE FATE OF THE MYSTERIOUS PIRATE
QUEEN Emeraldas navigates the sea of
stars—and swears to do so until the flame of her
life is extinguished. Aboard her ship, the Queen
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Emeraldas, she sails in search of a certain
object, and along the way encounters the
passions and tragedies of those who dare brave
the infinite reaches of space. Among them,
Hiroshi Umino, the Earth boy who escaped his
home planet to follow his dreams, has remained
in Emeraldas’ mind—and it seems fate will have
them meet again…
Levius - Haruhisa Nakata 2019-09-17
It’s the 19th century, and the world has entered
the Era of Rebirth, recovering from the
devastating flames of war. The sport of
mechanical martial arts has galvanized the
nations. Cybernetically augmented fighters turn
their blood into steam and their bodies into
brutal fighting—and killing—machines. Young
Levius is one of those arena battlers, hell-bent
on winning in order to simply survive. -- VIZ
Media
Battle Angel Alita Deluxe 2 (Contains Vol. 3-4) Yukito Kishiro 2018-03-06
After more than a decade out of print, the

original cyberpunk action classic returns in
glorious 400-page hardcover deluxe editions,
featuring an all-new translation, color pages,
and new cover designs! In a dump in the lawless
settlement of Scrapyard, far beneath the
mysterious space city of Zalem, disgraced cyberdoctor Daisuke Ido makes a strange find: the
detached head of a cyborg woman who has lost
all her memories. He names her Alita and equips
her with a powerful new body, the Berserker.
While Alita remembers no details of her former
life, a moment of desperation reawakens in her
nerves the legendary school of martial arts
known as Panzer Kunst. In a place where there
is no justice but what people make for
themselves, Alita decides to become a hunterkiller, tracking down and taking out those who
prey on the weak. But can she hold onto her
humanity as she begins to revel in her own
bloodlust?
Battle Angel Alita, Vol. 5 - Yukito Kishiro
2004-09-14
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Battle Angel Alita Deluxe 3 (Contains Vol. 5-6) Yukito Kishiro 2018-04-03
After more than a decade out of print, the
original cyberpunk action classic returns in
glorious 400-page hardcover deluxe editions,
featuring an all-new translation, color pages,
and new cover designs! In a dump in the lawless
settlement of Scrapyard, far beneath the
mysterious space city of Zalem, disgraced cyberdoctor Daisuke Ido makes a strange find: the
detached head of a cyborg woman who has lost
all her memories. He names her Alita and equips
her with a powerful new body, the Berserker.
While Alita remembers no details of her former
life, a moment of desperation reawakens in her
nerves the legendary school of martial arts
known as Panzer Kunst. In a place where there
is no justice but what people make for
themselves, Alita decides to become a hunterkiller, tracking down those who prey on the
weak. But can she hold onto her humanity as she
revels in her bloodlust?

Erased, Vol. 4 - Kei Sanbe 2017-06-20
Right after being arrested, something triggered
"Revival," sending Satoru back once more to
1988. Recalling how poorly his previous chance
turned out, he vows to save Hinazuki this time.
With the help of his old friends Kenya and
Hiromi, Satoru makes changes little by little in
the "past." But someone is suspicious of Satoru's
seemingly strange behavior...
Battle Angel Alita - Yukito Kishiro 2008-03
Beautiful battle angel Alita's adventures
continue as she awakens in a new cyborg body
and encounters a world filled with bizarre and
tormented characters.
Erased - Kei Sanbe 2017-02-21
Twenty-nine-year-old Satoru Fujinuma is
floundering through life. Amid his daily
drudgery, he finds himself in the grip of an
incredible, inexplicable, and uncontrollable
phenomenon that rewinds time, a condition that
seems to only make his drab life worse. But
then, one day, everything changes. A terrible
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incident forever changes Satoru's life as he
knows it...and with it, comes a "Revival" that
sends Satoru eighteen years into the past! In the
body of his boyhood self, Satoru encounters
sights he never imagined he would see again-the smile of his mother, alive and well, his old
friends, and Kayo Hinazuki, the girl who was
kidnapped and murdered when he was a boy the
first time around. To return to the present and
prevent the tragedy that brought him back to his
childhood in the first place, Satoru begins
plotting a way to change Hinazuki's fate...But up
against the clock and a faceless evil, does
eleven-year-old Satoru even stand a chance?
Erased, Vol. 3 - Kei Sanbe 2017-06-20
After his mother's death triggers his Revival
ability, Satoru finds himself 18 years in the past!
While he's relieved to see his mother and his old
friends again, his thoughts are focused on future
kidnapping and murder victim Hinazuki Kayo.
Putting his plan to save her in motion, he starts
a conversation with her. However, he finds

himself at a loss for words when Kayo asks him a
shocking question... "Would you kill for me?"
Battle Angel Alita Mars Chronicle 4 - Yukito
Kishiro 2018-08-28
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order Omnibus Yukito Kishiro 2016-05-10
A FIREFIGHT ACROSS THE GENERATION GAP!
Nanotechnology made humanity immortal, and
the resulting population explosion pushed the
Solar System’s resources to the breaking point.
As a result, new births are banned and even the
planets’ disparate governments cooperate to
annihilate any children already born. With the
tournament looming, Alita and her comrades
find themselves caught between a spacefaring
refuge for young innocents and a bloodthirsty
mob intent on killing the children for sport!
Erased - Kei Sanbe 2017-10-31
With Yashiro and Sachiko's cooperation,
Hinazuki was taken in by her grandmother. Even
though Hinazuki is out of danger, Satoru has no
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time to rest--the serial abduction slayings are
not over. But if he prevents the crimes from
happening, will he be able to return to the
present?
Alita - Yukito Kishiro 2018-11-13
You've seen the film starring Rosa Salazar - now
read the cyberpunk classic manga that inspired
it! This edition contains the full first story arc of
the Japanese manga Battle Angel Alita, which
inspired the major Hollywood movie. In a dump
in the lawless settlement of Scrapyard, far
beneath the mysterious space city of Zalem,
disgraced cyber-doctor Daisuke Ido makes a
strange find: the detached head of a cyborg
woman who has lost all her memories. He names
her Alita and equips her with a powerful new
body, the Berserker. While Alita remembers no
details of her former life, a moment of
desperation reawakens in her nerves the
legendary school of martial arts known as
Panzer Kunst. In a place where there is no
justice but what people make for themselves,

Alita decides to become a hunter-killer, tracking
down and taking out those who prey on the
weak. But can she hold onto her humanity as she
begins to revel in her own bloodlust?
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order, Vol. 3 - Yukito
Kishiro 2004-03-10
Frank Miller's Sin City Volume 1: The Hard
Goodbye (Fourth Edition) - Frank Miller
2021-11-23
This tale of Marv and his angel is steeped in
murder, mystery, corruption, and vengeance.
There is no light in a place like Sin City - only
misery, crime, perversion... But for a single
moment, amid the filth and degenerates, the
hulking and unstable ex-con Marv has found an
angel. She says her name is Goldie - a goddess
who has blessed this wretched low-life with a
night of heaven. But good things never last - a
few hours later, Goldie is dead - murdered by his
side without a mark on her body. Who was she?
And who wanted her dead? The cops are on their
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way - it smells like a frame job, and this time,
they won't let him live. Whoever killed Goldie...
is going to pay.
Vinland Saga - Makoto Yukimura 2015-09-29
WITHIN THE KING’S GRASP As Canute plots to
become ruler of the entire Danish world,
Thorfinn’s only ambition is to see a harvest
profitable enough to buy his own life back. But
the fates of prince and slave will come together
once again, as Canute plans to seize Ketil Farm
from its kindhearted master. What sinister tricks
does the have up his sleeve, and could they dash
Thorfinn’s hopes for freedom? Meanwhile,
Einar’s infatuation with Arnheid takes an
unexpected turn when her former husband – an
escaped slave – barges onto the farm, insisting
she run away with him… "A fascinating, violent,
and moving story [that’s] firmly among other
timeless classics… Seriously, I don’t know how
many different ways I can say this manga is
worth reading." -Kotaku
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order Omnibus - Yukito

Kishiro 2014
Tears of an Angel - Yukito Kishiro 1994
Contents- Out of blue sky; Iron Maiden; Rainy
days; Bitter dreams; Beyond the clouds.
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order - Yukito Kishiro
2011-10-11
Reads R to L (Japanese Style).
The Men Who Created Gundam - Hideki
Owada 2021-10
A comical look at the two masterminds behind
one of Japan's most influential sci-fi robot anime
franchises.
Angel of Death - Yukito Kishiro 1996
Beautiful cyborg Alita has had a long career as a
deadly hunter-warrior. Now it's another
resurrection and a third lease on life for North
America's new, tough manga sweetheart: Alita's
death sentence is commuted in exchange for her
services in an elite force of the utopian city
Tiphares. Her first assignment: protect a
nuclear-powered train from the infamous
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brigands known as Barjack. But en route there's
even more trouble when a brash, handsome
mercenary catches her eye.
Girls Can Do Anything! - Caryl Hart 2018-08-02
Do you want to climb a mountain? Drive a fire
engine? Become prime minister? Join the girls in
the pages of this book to see the incredible
things they do every day and find out what you
might like to do, too! A picture book for every
girl with a dream.
Battle Angel Alita Last Order 10 - Yukito
Kishiro 2008-12-09
A sophisticated science fiction tale packed with
action, black humor, and philosophical,
historical, and cultural references!Our heroine,
beautiful cyborg Alita, has finally penetrated the
center of Melchizedek, the supercomputer who
is holding her friend Lou's brain hostage. Now
ancient vampire Vilma asks her to accept an
awesome responsibility, while Alita's copies fight
their own battles on the outside and her
archenemy, mad scientist Desty Nova, returns.

And returns. And returns! Is there no end to
him? And whose side is he, or he, or he on,
anyway??? Then, a moment of weakness may
cost Alita everything?!Master manga creater
Yukito Kishiro returns, accompanid by his most
celebrated character, cyborg sweetheart Battle
Angel Alita. Meet Kishiro's latest bevy of bizarre
and tormented characters and catch up with
your favorite and foes!A sophisticated science
fiction tale packed with action, black humor, and
philosophical, historical, and cultural references!
Alita - Abbie Bernstein 2018
"From visionary filmmakers James Cameron
(Avatar) and Robert Rodriguez (Sin City), comes
Alita: Battle Angel, an epic adventure of hope
and empowerment. When Alita (Rosa Salazar)
awakens with no memory of who she is in a
future world she does not recognize, she is taken
in by Ido (Christoph Waltz), a compassionate
doctor who realizes that somewhere in this
abandoned cyborg shell is the heart and soul of a
young woman with an extraordinary past. As
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Alita learns to navigate her new life and the
treacherous streets of Iron City, Ido tries to
shield her from her mysterious history while her
street-smart new friend Hugo (Keean Johnson)
offers instead to help trigger her memories. But
it is only when the deadly and corrupt forces
that run the city come after Alita that she
discovers a clue to her past - she has unique
fighting abilities that those in power will stop at
nothing to control. If she can stay out of their
grasp, she could be the key to saving her friends,
her family and the world she's grown to love.
Delve into the world of Alita in this lavish
hardback packed with concept art, character
and production designs, stills and behind-thescenes photos, and interviews with director
Robert Rodriguez, producers James Cameron
and Jon Landau, and key creative talent."--Page
[2] of cover.
Fist of the North Star, Vol. 2 - , Buronson
2021-09-21
Kenshiro takes on the Golan, a gang whose

claims of genetic superiority he will put to the
test. Later, as he continues his journey through
the wasteland, he runs into a wily nomad
warlord named Jackal. Until now, Ken’s
opponents have rarely used their heads—though
many have lost them! How will he handle an
enemy who relies on low cunning instead of
brute force? -- VIZ Media
Space Battleship Yamato: The Classic
Collection - Leiji Matsumoto 2019-04-09
Leiji Matsumoto’s original science fiction
masterpiece, first introduced to Western
audiences as Star Blazers! It is the year 2199.
The Gamilans, a hostile alien race, have
bombarded the Earth, rendering it virtually
uninhabitable and edging humanity to the verge
of extinction. Mankind’s last, best hope for
survival is the Space Battleship Yamato, a
legendary spaceship newly equipped with a
faster-than-light drive and advanced weaponry.
Its mission: to travel to the distant planet of
Iscandar and obtain a mysterious device that
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could heal our planet. Can Yamato‘s ragtag crew
traverse the galaxy, defeat an overwhelming
alien force, and return home in time to save the
Earth from certain destruction?
The Complete Chi's Sweet Home - Konami
Kanata 2016
Chi is a mischievous newborn kitten who, while
on a leisurely stroll with her family, finds herself
lost. Separated from the warmth and protection
of her mother, feels distraught. Overcome with
loneliness she breaks into tears in a large urban
park meadow, when she is suddenly rescued by
a young boy named Yohei and his mother. The
kitty is then quickly and quietly whisked away
into the warm and inviting Yamada family
apartment where pets are strictly not permitted.
Erased, Vol. 2 - Kei Sanbe 2017-02-21
After his mother's death triggers his Revival
ability, Satoru finds himself 18 years in the past!
While he's relieved to see his mother and his old
friends again, his thoughts are focused on future
kidnapping and murder victim Hinazuki Kayo.

Putting his plan to save her in motion, he starts
a conversation with her. However, he finds
himself at a loss for words when Kayo asks him a
shocking question... "Would you kill for me?"
Battle Angel Alita - Yukito Kishiro 1997
In a dump in the lawless settlement of
Scrapyard, far beneath the mysterious space city
of Zalem, disgraced cyber-doctor Daisuke Ido
makes a strange find: the detached head of a
cyborg woman who has lost all her memories.
He names her Alita and equips her with a
powerful new body, the Berserker. While Alita
remembers no details of her former life, a
moment of desperation reawakens in her nerves
the legendary school of martial arts known as
Panzer Kunst. In a place where there is no
justice but what people make for themselves,
Alita decides to become a hunter-killer, tracking
down and taking out those who prey on the
weak. But can she hold onto her humanity as she
begins to revel in her own bloodlust?
Battle Angel Alita: Last Order - Yukito Kishiro
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2012
Battle Angel Alita 4 - Yukito Kishiro
2018-07-31
Alita must construct a team of elite players in
order to challenge Emperor Jasugun, champion
of motorball: Caligula Armbrust, Aydakatti the
Destroyer, Zafal Takie the Crimson Wind, and
the ultimate black sheep, Tiegel... While she
prepares for her greatest challenge yet, Jasugun
is trapped in his own battle against fate. It all
comes down to Alita's Panzer Kunst vs. Jasugun's
Maschine Kratz. And in the midst of battle at the
extreme limit of possibility, Alita catches a
glimpse of her long-lost past... The "Motorball"
arc reaches its incredible conclusion!!
Alita: Battle Angel - Iron City - Pat Cadigan
2018-11-20

The official prequel novelization to the highly
anticipated science fiction movie, Alita: Battle
Angel. The official prequel novel to the highly
anticipated film. A long time ago there was the
Great War. The reasons for the war have been
lost to time. On the shattered surface of the
Earth, there is a metropolis that lives amidst the
garbage thrown down from the inhabitants of a
sky city floating above it. Welcome to Iron City.
A lonely doctor specialising in cyborg repair,
Ido, is doing his best to help the citizens of Iron
City. But Ido has a double life, another persona
born from the pieces of his broken heart. Hugo,
a young man surviving on a life of crime, spots
the ultimate steal: an object that will unearth
secrets from his own past. And Vector, the most
powerful businessman in the city, has his sights
set on a new technology that will change the
future of Iron City forever...
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